Find the "Match the Prints" activity in the Behind the Badge exhibit.

Which suspect's print matches the partial print found at the crime scene?

Name 3 kinds of transportation being used to deliver the mail.

Find the diorama of the old New York City streets in Customers and Communities.

Find the "Match the Prints" activity in the Behind the Badge exhibit.

Find Owney the Dog near the train car on Level 1.

What did he collect from different cities?

Hint: What is he wearing?

Find the Spider Press on Level 2.

Which part of the press is like a spider?

Find the world's first postage stamp in World of Stamps.

What color is the stamp?

Find the flight suit worn by Amelia Earhart, the famous female aviator and stamp collector, in Mail Marks History.

Circle the type of transportation she used for her adventures:

Walk through the colonial forest to find the portrait of Benjamin Franklin.

Because of Ben, mail was able to be delivered across the colonies.

What was his job title?

Mr.

What is the name of this guy?

Hint: He was created to promote the number codes we put on mail addresses. Take a picture with him on Level 1.

What is the name of this guy?
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